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Visual Communication Design 
Research Methods
Prof Masood Masoodian

Qualitative Research
Visual Communication Design Research Methods

QUALITATIVE QUANTITATIVE

VISUALAPPLIED
What is qualitative research?
Qualitative research is a type of broad research 

Aim of qualitative research
…the purpose of qualitative research is the construction of a rich 
and meaningful picture of a complex and multifaceted situation.

Gjoko Muratovski

Qualitative research
…use when there is little information on your topic of interest, when 
the variables are unknown, or when the relevant theory base is 
inadequate or missing.

Gjoko Muratovski
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Qualitative research
…used for formulating general research problems, and for asking 
general questions about the phenomena that are being studied.

Gjoko Muratovski

Qualitative research
…use qualitative research if you want to understand the nature 
of certain situations, settings, processes, relationships, systems, 
or people.

Gjoko Muratovski

Qualitative research
…use qualitative research if you want to investigate the validity 
of any assumptions, claims, theories, or generalizations within a 
real-world context, or if you want to judge the effectiveness of 
particular policies, practices, or innovations.

Gjoko Muratovski

study of people study of peoplestudy of things

PROCESS OF 
DESIGN

DESIGN OUTPUT
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Qualitative research questions
� What are the most effective ways of promoting recycling?
� How can we reduce food waste through better packaging?
� What are the effects of advertising on children’s choices?
� How can serious games be used to promote healthy lifestyles?

Qualitative research process
� usually starts with broad questions, which are then refined as 

the research progresses
� may lead to more concrete hypotheses which can be tested
� requires a considerable amount of planning (it is not easy!)
� usually relies on a substantial review of the related literature
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Qualitative methodologies
Because of the complexity of qualitative research, there are 
many methodologies (and methods) to deal with different 
needs and situations

ETHNOGRAPHY
CASE 

STUDIES

PHENOMENOLOGY

GROUNDED 

THEORY

HISTORICALRESEARCH

Ethnography
…involves an in-depth, systematic study about groups of people
by observing or participating in the lives of the people who are 
being studied.

Raymond Madden

Ethnography
…studies social interactions, behaviours, beliefs, and perceptions 
that occur within groups, teams, organizations, and communities.

Gjoko Muratovski

Ethnography 
in design research
Ethnography is particularly useful for researching the role of 
design artefacts in people’s lives, work, cultural and social 
practices, processes, etc.

www.pexels.com
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Conducting 
ethnographic research
When planning ethnographic research (study), need to consider 
three important factors
� type of communication with people being studied
� level of integration with people being studied
� duration of the study

Ethnography
: type of communication
� in ethnography talking to people is crucial
� need to be mindful of age, gender, culture, social issues, etc.
� need to speak “their language” to fit in and be accepted
� requires a lot of care, attention, and consideration

Ethnography
: level of integration
� may be an outsider, who will observe, listen, interview
� may be an insider, who will take part in the group’s activities
� may be important to remain an outsider, so as not to change 

the group’s behaviour, activities, or processes

Ethnography
: duration of the study
� in some fields, ethnography is considered a long-term research
� in reality, these days ethnographic studies are much shorter
� step-in-step-out ethnographic studies are becoming common
� need to consider issues of funding, resources, feasibility, etc.

Ethnographic data collection
Although ethnography involves observations, other types of 
data are also collected
� written notes
� interviews
� photographs, video, audio recordings

Ethnographic methods 
: talking to people
� structured interviews: only predefined questions are asked, 

to get direct answers
� semi-structure interviews: question responses can be extended
� in-depth interview: more like open-ended conversations
� focus groups: views and responses are sought in groups
� oral history: directed interviews about people’s past memories
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Ethnographic methods
: observing people
Usually the aim of observing people is to compare alternatives, 
look for improvements, changes, etc.
� observing places and structures
� observing behaviours and interactions (e.g. with artefacts)
� observing before and after interventions with artefacts

Ethnographic methods 
: being with people
To observe people systematically sometimes it is important to 
engage in their activities
� being close enough to observe, but not too close
� need to keep some distance to be objective
� need to maintain a critical position
� need to provide independent reflection on observations

Ethnographic methods 
: cultural probes
Cultural probes are used to get inspirational responses from people

� when it is difficult for people to describe something
� it might be easer to show, sketch, or give an example

Ethnographic methods 
: cultural probes
Cultural probes are particularly useful in design research

� user-centred design: users guide, and designers facilitate 
� emphatic design: understanding users’ unspoken needs
� allow better understanding of social, psychological, 

organizational, and other needs of people

Cultural probes for the elderly, Gaver and Dunne (Royal College of art, UK) and Pacenti (Domus Academy, Italy), 1999
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Ethnographic data analysis
Analysis of ethnographic data is very time-consuming, requiring

� describing data: what has been collected
� categorizing data: organizing based on patterns, etc.
� interpreting data: using a theoretical framework to make 

sense of what it all means

ETHNOGRAPHY
CASE 

STUDIES

PHENOMENOLOGY

GROUNDED 

THEORY

HISTORICALRESEARCH

Good qualitative research
� research question derives the choice of methodology and 

methods for data collection and analysis
� research methods are rigorous, precise, and thorough
� assumptions, beliefs, biases, etc. of the researcher are declared
� researcher manages and maintains objectivity
� any conflicts in different data are resolved
� object of the study is depicted in all its complexity

Gjoko Muratovski


